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Abstract-This paper defines a new multicast filter algorithm.
This algorithm is used to filter packets on a mobile multicast
architecture using a multicast shared tree. In a mobile multicast
architecture, communications between a corresponding node
(source) and the mobile node (receiver) should be private and
not be sent to every node (receivers) on the multicast tree.
We propose using an algorithm that sets up a label sub-tree
on an existing mobile multicast shared tree to filter packets
based on these labels. Our proposed label filter architecture is
implemented differently to the current MPLS architecture. In this
paper, we validate the effectiveness of the label filter in mobile
communication compared to the traditional method of creating a
new multicast tree by analysing the message and time complexity
of the algorithm against the setting up time of a new multicast
shared tree.
I. INTRODUCTION
The next generation protocols for mobile Intemet is an
active area of research. Future mobile devices will migrate
from circuit-switched networks to packet-switched networks
using IP as the future routing protocol. However, traditional IP
does not support mobile devices since routing is based on the
network prefix of an IP address. Due to the way IP addressing
was developed, any transport layer connection to the mobile
node will have to be recreated as the mobile node changes
its IP address as it moves from one domain subnet to another
domain subnet. This is because the protocol as well as the
routers are not designed to accommodate dynamism.
Mobile IP [1] and Mobile IPv6 [2] were designed to provide
seamless mobility support on an IPv4 and IPv6 network
respectively. Mobile IP works by using two IP addresses, a
permanent home address for identifying the node and main-
taining transport layer connections and another address called
a care-of-address for routing the packet to the actual location
of the mobile node. Corresponding nodes will communicate
with the mobile node using it's home address. Once the packet
reaches the mobile's home network, the packet is tunnelled to
the mobile node's care-of-address by a home agent (HA). A
foreign agent (FA) in the foreign network will receive and
strip the encapsulated packet and forward the original packet
to the mobile node.
Although Mobile IP provides seamless mobility support,
its performance is greatly dependant on the frequency of
mobile node hand off and the distance between the mobile
node and the HA. Mobile IP incurs high latency when the
mobile node is far away from the HA and the mobile node
is frequently handed over from one access point to another.
Mobile IPv4 also suffers from triangular routing which con-
tribute to higher resource usage and increased packet latency.
Triangular routing introduces asymmetrical routing for two-
way communication between the corresponding node and the
mobile node. Although Mobile IPv6 uses route optimisation to
overcome the triangular routing problem, it still suffers from
binding update delays since the mobile node has to directly
inform every corresponding node its care-of-address.
Mobile IP is a unicast protocol and is mainly used for one-
to-one communication. Although Mobile IP supports multicast
protocols for group communication, it implements it ineffi-
ciently [3]. A mobile node can use remote subscription or
bi-directional tunnels to join a multicast group.
A mobile node using remote subscription will join the
multicast group with a different care-of-address every time
is performs a handoff. This is not a good method for highly
mobile devices since the setup latency after handing over is
high. This method should only be used for mobile nodes that
require quality of service (QoS) and are stationary for long
periods of time.
In bi-directional tunnelling, the mobile node is connected
to the multicast tree via the HA. The HA will tunnel any
multicast traffic to the mobile node. Tunnelling multicast
packets defeats the purpose and benefits of multicast. A
serious drawback to bi-directional tunnelling is the tunnel
convergence problem where multiple HAs create a tunnel
between themselves to one FA where all their mobile nodes
are visiting. If all of these mobile nodes are part of the same
group, having multiple tunnels sending the same packet to one
location is a waste of resources.
Some multicast based mobility schemes have been proposed
to overcome the shortcomings of Mobile IP. Multicast based
mobility schemes have shown better handling of mobile hand-
offs compared to Mobile IP [4], [5], [6], [7] and they natively
support group communication in mobile devices. The use of
a source-based tree (SBT) multicast mobility architecture was
proposed by Helmy in [5] and a shared-tree (ShT) multicast
mobility architecture was proposed by Castelluccia in [6] and
Jaipal et al. in [71, [8].
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Helmy's SBT approach creates a multicast group based
on the source (corresponding) node. The corresponding node
(CN) is connected to the mobile node (MN) on a multicast tree.
The CN will create a unicast packet which will be encapsulated
in a multicast packet and send on the tree to the mobile node
where it will decapsulate the multicast packet to receive the
original unicast packet.
Since Helmy's SBT architecture can only connect one CN
to one mobile node, the SBT approach is not scalable as the
number of CNs wishing to communicate with the mobile node
increases. To overcome the scalability problem of SBT, the
ShT mobile multicast architecture proposed by Castelluccia
was developed where multiple senders (CN) can communicate
with a mobile node on the multicast tree. Castelluccia's ShT
architecture uses IPv6 packets where a CN will multicast a
data packet with the mobile node's unicast address in an IPv6
destination option header. The mobile node will replace the
multicast address with the unicast address from the option
header once it receives the packet.
The mobile multicast architecture proposed by Jaipal et al.
improved on Castellucia's work by implementing two-way
'multicast communication on the shared tree and decoupling
the mobile node from the fixed network architecture. The
performance of all these mobile multicast architectures is
presented in [7].
All three mobile multicast architectures provide best-effort
routing. If QoS traffic is required on the multicast tree, a mul-
ticast QoS mechanism like YAM [9], QMRP [10], QoSMIC
[11] or EBPM [12] has to be used to setup a QoS path on
the multicast tree. Jaipal et al. proposed implementing the M-
CBT mobile multicast architecture with EBPM for setting up
a quick QoS multicast tree for mobile networks in [12].
Although the ShT architecture enables multiple CNs to
communicate with a mobile node on one multicast tree, the
communication will be received by every other node on the
tree. Not only is this a waste of network resources, but it is
also a serious security problem that needs to be solved. This
problem becomes more pronounced when the same multicast
shared tree is used for two-way communication between the
CN and mobile node as proposed in the M-CBT architecture.
The easiest method of implementing private communication
on a multicast tree is to create new multicast trees for a
subgroup of nodes. The is a time and resource intensive
process and should not be undertaken for short communication
sessions.
We propose instead the use of a network layer label filter
to create a virtual sub-tree within an existing multicast shared
tree. Our algorithm is implemented at the router level and does
not require any changes to the existing multicast routing pro-
tocol for it to work. The proposed architecture is completely
independent from the Multi Protocol Label Switching (MPLS)
architecture [13]. Our proposed scheme works only in an IP
multicast tree and can easily be implemented in the existing
multicast routers through the "Router Policy Engine". Thus,
the real-time implementation of our algorithm does not require
any router upgrade. However, the MPLS architecture requires
all participating routers to implement the MPLS protocol. Cur-
rently, MPLS is inherently implemented as a unicast protocol
although a proposal for MPLS in a multicast environment has
been suggested in [14]. This proposal uses MPLS labels to
create a logical multicast tree and to route packets to every
node connected to the tree by a label. This architecture does
not provide a filtering mechanism for communication between
selected nodes on the tree.
Our proposed multicast architecture can effectively utilise
the allocated bandwidth, in general the quality of service
(QoS). of the existing multicast tree. The proposed sub-tree
can be constructed in linear time whereas constructing a new
multicast tree with the prescribed QoS either through the
conventional multicast shared tree protocol [15], [16] or using
MPLS [14] takes quadratic time in terms of the message and
time complexity. This fact is explained in section IH.
In this paper, we analyse the time and message complexity
of creating a virtual subgroup using our proposed label filter
algorithm and compare it against creating a new M-CBT mul-
ticast shared tree. We will provide a brief overview of the label
filter algorithm in section II. We then present our theoretical
proofs regarding the performance of the filter algorithm in
section III before we conclude this paper in section IV.
II. LABEL FILTER ALGORITHM
A brief description of our label filter algorithm is provided
in fig. 1 based on the description of the label filter architecture
presented in [17]. A detailed description of other proposed
multicast filter architectures is also presented in the same
paper.
III. THEORETICAL PROOFS AND ANALYSIS OF
MULTICAST LABEL FILTER
In this section, we theoretically analyse the time and
message complexity of our proposed multicast label filter
architecture against creating a new multicast tree like Mobile
Core-Based Tree (M-CBT) as presented in [7], [8].
Let G = (V, E) be the given network topology of the routers
where V is the vertex set and E is the edge set. We denote
V = n and E = m. When modelling the topology, we only
consider the routers and not the end nodes (hosts) associated
with the routers. The routers are fixed nodes connected by
wireless (airwaves) or wired links. However this is not going to
affect the results presented in this paper. For standard Graph-
theoretic terms not defined in here, one may refer to Bondy
and Murty [18].
We present below an algorithm to construct a Mobile Core
Based Tree (M-CBT) [7], [8] multicast shared tree for the
nodes attached to the routers a,, a2, . , ak where ai E V(G),
1 < i < k, with the assumption that the complete topology
is known to every node (like in the case of any link state
routing protocol). Before this, we give the definition of the
predecessor-successor.
The i-th neighbourhood of a vertex u is defined as
N%(u) = {x: d(u,x) = i} and we denote Ni(u) by simply
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initiating node multicasts label creation request on
multicast shared tree;
switch (the Node receiving label creation request) do
case (Label Manager)
if (Tree.Resources == available) and
(Tree.Policy == Enable) then


















Route packet to next router;
end
end
foreach (Router on identified label path) do
if (received packet is Comm-Ackn (Success)) then
Create label soft state;
Set soft state timer;
end
if (timer < expiry time) and (receives label
creation token) then
Change soft state label to permanent virtual
label;
else
Flush soft state label;
end
Transmit packet to next router on label path;
end
if (timer label session expiry) then
initiating node sends renewal message
(Comm-Renw) to label manager;
if (Label Manager extends label session) then
initiating node updates routers with new
session time;
else
label path is tom down;
end
end
if (initiating node ends communication prematurely)
then
initiating node tears down label path
(Comm-Clse);
end
Fig. 1: Algorithm to setup label path sub-tree on a
multicast shared tree
Fig. 2: Algorithm to setup M-CBT multicast tree
N(u).
Definition 1: Let u E V(G) and y e N2(u), for some
i > 1. Then y is a successor (or a child) of x with respect to
u if x E N2 i(u) and xy E E. x is also called a parent or a
predecessor of y.
Now consider the successor relation with respect to u on
G. Let y E Nj (u). We say y is a descendant of x E Ni(u) if
i < j and there exists an x - y geodesic path of length j - i.
In this case x is also called an ancestor of y.
By a neighbourhood structure of G with respect to u, we
mean the predecessor-successor relation on V(G) defined with
respect to u.
Basically the pseudocode in fig. 2 is used to construct a
M-CBT multicast delivery tree rooted at a,, in which one or
more vertices (ai) are leaf-nodes. The above tree may not be
the optimal tree (i.e. tree with minimum number of edges).
However the algorithm can be slightly modified to output an
optimal tree. But this will incur more processing time. We
now analyse the complexity of the pseudocode in fig. 2.
Complexity Analysis Executing the breath first search
(BFS) takes O(n + m) in time and message complexity. For
a,(i > 2), which is at level r (i.e. a2 E Nr(aj)) with
respect to the BFS(al), finding a shortest path to a1 takes
r-time. Also r messages are exchanged in G to establish
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graph MCBT-J(graph G; vertices a1, a2,*- ,ak);
begin
graph G1 = (V1, El) with V1 = E=
Execute BFS(a1) to get the
predecessor-successor relation;
for (i=J; i < k; i + +) do
flag processed(ai) = 0;
end
for (i=2; i< k; i + +)do
repeat
V1=VIU{a};
if (predecessor of a? > 1) then
arbitrarily choose a predecessor;
end
x = predecessor of ai
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a communication path. But at some level, if a predecessor
of ai is already processed, the "repeat" loop will be broken
and the next ai will be considered. Thus every vertex and
edge in the outputted graph are processed once and hence the
message and time complexity is O(n1 + mil), where nr is
the number of vertices in the outputted graph and ml is the
number of edges. Since G1 is a tree, O(ni + ml1) O(n1).
Hence the total time taken to construct the multicast tree is
O(n + m+ ni + ml) O(n +m).
The M-CBT algorithm is modified slightly to construct a
multicast tree with the required link QoS (like bandwidth).
From the original network topology G, we remove all the
links which do not provide the link QoS. This takes 0(m)
time, as we need to scan through all the edges of G exactly
once to construct the resultant graph G'. If G' is disconnected
and ais are in different components of G', then it will not be
possible to construct a multicast tree providing the adequate
QoS. However if all a,s are in the same component of G', we
can construct a multicast tree providing the required QoS.
To detect this, the algorithm in fig. 2 needs to be modified
as shown in fig. 3. To test whether G is disconnected or not
and whether ais belong to different components of G takes
0(n +m) time and message. Thus the total time and message
complexity to construct the multicast tree with the required
link QoS remains the same as implemented using the algorithm
shown in fig. 2.
The algorithm in fig. 3 cannot be applied to the case where
we want the end-to-end QoS (like end-to-end latency). For
constructing a multicast tree with the required end-to-end QoS,
we implement a more sophisticated algorithm like the Explore
Best Path Multicast (EBPM) algorithm, which is presented in
[12].
In several practical scenarios (like ad hoc networks),
a node may not have the complete knowledge about the
network topology. Any node will know only about its local
neighbourhood, i.e. nodes which are directly connected to it
(or in the same broadcast domain). Also in a typical multicast
environment, the server will form the multicast tree first, then
the clients will join one after another.
Theorem 1: The message and time complexity of k(k > 2)
or more nodes associated with the routers a1, a2,- - -ak to
form a M-CBT multicast tree, where every router has only
the local knowledge is 0(k(n + m)).
Proof The M-CBT [7], [8] algorithm construct the multicast
delivery tree in stages. Initially the tree will consists of a single
node a1 (in reality, it is the mobile node connected to this
router which also happens to be the multicast tree core router).
Node a2 joins the tree through the shortest path connecting a,
and a2, then a3 joins the existing tree through a shortest path
connecting a3 and some on-tree router x such that the distance
d(x, a3) is minimum among all on tree nodes. If there are more
than one such node x, we can randomly choose one from the
available on-tree routers. Note that while selecting a path, we
are not concemed about the QoS offered at every router along
Fig. 3: Algorithm to setup M-CBT multicast tree with
link QoS
the path.
In general if r-nodes al, a2, - ,ar already formed a tree,
and ar±l wish to join the tree, ar+± will connect to an
on-tree router x with the property that d(x, ar+1±) is minimum
among all on-tree routers x. Thus the worst case message and
time complexity of a,+± joining the tree is O(n + m). The
worst case complexity for k-nodes joining one after another
is 0(k(n + m)).
Remark If G is dense, then the M-CBT formed by these
nodes will be sparse, even if the tree has the same number of
vertices as that of G. However the complexity of constructing
the M-CBT will be increased and is bounded by O(n3).
If we require a multicast tree with a required link QoS, as
before, we execute the algorithm presented in fig. 3. Before
that, we need to determine whether all ais belong to a single
component of C'. Thus in this case too the complexity
(message and time) remain the same.
We now analyse the time and message complexity of the
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graph MCBT-I(graph G; vertices a,, a2, - , ak);
begin
Construct G' from G by removing all the links
which does not provide link QoS;
graph G1 = (V1, E1) with V1 = 0;
Execute BFS(al) to get the
predecessor-successor relation;
if (G' is disconnected) and (a-s belong to
different component of G') then
retum(void);
end
for (i=1; i < k; i + +) do
flag processed(ai) = 0;
end
for (i=2; i < k; i + +) do
repeat
V1 -VU{af};
if predecessor of at > 1 then
arbitrarily choose a predecessor
end
x = predecessor of a;
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proposed filtering algonthm and compare it with the MCBT
setup time.
Let the nodes bl, b2,. , br wish to communicate with each
other, initiated by bl. If these are the entire nodes involved
in the multicast tree GI, there is no need to create a separate
tree. They still can commnicate using the existing tree G1. If
r -2, and b2 is the mobile node that initiated the multicast,
bi can use the default label to communicate with the mobile
node (b2). Under any other case, bi needs to contact the label
manager to create a label path.
Theorem 2: Let the nodes bl, b2 , bbr wish to
communicate with each other, initiated by b,. ai1 ,a 2, , air
are the routers in which the nodes bl, b2, , br are connected
to. The number of messages sent along the network to get the
approval/rejection from the label manager is mI + m2 + P,
where m2 is the number of edges in the smallest subtree of
G1 containing the nodes ail , a 2,. , air and p is the number
of edges in the path between ai, and the label manager.
Proof According the the proposed algorithm, the end host
(here it is bl) will initiate the label creation process by sending
a "Comm-Init" packet. This will be received by ail, which
will multicast along the tree. The complexity of this is m.
This message will be received by b2, b3, . , br and the label
manager. The label manager will look at the tree policy and
available resources. Based on this, either the session will be
approved or rejected. This will go along the reverse path from
the label manager to ail, which has the message complexity
p. The nodes b2, b3,.- , .b, transmit their acknowledgement to
join the private communication through the reverse path. All
the routers which receive this acknowledgement will create
a soft-state until it get the piggy-backed connection request
consisting of the label and other connection related parameters
together with the initial data. The message complexity is M2.
Thus the total time and message complexity is ml + M2 +P-
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we prove that our proposed filtering algorithm
has the following advantages over setting up a new M-CBT
multicast tree for new multicast or unicast communication
between end hosts that are members of the same multicast
group:
I) The proposed filtering algorithm is used for creating
a short life private communication as a side-track to
the main multicast communication. Here the private
communication may not even last longer than the time
to create a new tree.
2) If the nodes bl, b2, , 6,b create a new muticast tree,
it takes O(r(n + m)) time and messages, whereas the
proposed algorithm takes only ml + m2 + p time and
messages to create the virtual sub-tree. The reduction in
time and messages is significant if the initial topology
is dense.
3) If we consider QoS traffic, the proposed filtering mech-
anism will better utilize the existing QoS, rather than
creating a new QoS multicast tree. In a congested
network, it may not even be possible to create a new
QoS multicast tree.
In this paper, we have not considered implementing a
security mechanism for communication between nodes in our
proposed multicast shared tree filter architecture. We will
present a filter architecture with secured communication in
a future paper.
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